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Name and address of entry:  Kaposvár Intermodal Transport Centre 

  H-7400 Kaposvár Áchim András utca 1. 

Tenderer:   SWIETELSKY Építő Korlátolt Felelősségű Társaság 

Investor: NIF Nemzeti Infrastruktúra Fejlesztő Zrt. 

Designer: VIKÖTI Mérnök Iroda Kft. 

Constructor: SWIETELSKY Építő Korlátolt Felelősségű Társaság and 

SWIETELSKY stavební s.r.o. 

 

 

 

 

Concept of the property development 

 

The Kaposvár Intermodal Transport Centre is a unique development, the first of this type in the 

country. By arranging the different modes of transport next to each other, transportation in 

Kaposvár has been made faster, safer, and more comfortable. The parts of the development 

form a harmonized functional unit, rendering the lives of 32 thousand people more 

comfortable every single day, while also creating a modern townscape with its neat forms 

and colors, with Esterházy Bridge – which can also be regarded as the city’s new symbol – 

being its focal point. 

This development goes far beyond the modernization of transportation; an urban and area 

renewal concept was brought into existence which created a unique and exemplary 

product with the construction of new urban collecting roads, road and pedestrian 

overpasses and the creation of renewed public areas and livable community spaces. With 

imposing and innovative technical solutions above the surface and renewed and 

modernized public utilities below the surface, it creates a lasting, safe, and livable 

environment for those living in and those passing through the city. 

 

 

Budapest, 2 September 2021  
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Description of the project 

Objective and concept of the property development  

The European transport policy intends to implement a competitive, uniform, and efficient 

transport system with the complementary cooperation of the various modes of transport.  

Intermodal public transport hubs must be planned and constructed in line with this approach: 

this task includes the entire infrastructure of a railway station suitable for catering to rail 

transport, local, and long-distance bus transport, the construction of transportation links to the 

transport sub-systems, as well as the development of the necessary transport capacities. 

 

The construction plans were prepared following multi-annual preliminary planning, the 

development of the concept, and the completion of the tendering process; then after the 

two-and-a-half-year long construction, the flagship of this concept – the first development of 

this type in the country as well as the largest intra-urban investment of the Németh István 

Program of Kaposvár – the Kaposvár Intermodal Transport Centre had been completed by 

fall 2020. 

 

Thanks to its concerted developments implemented at several locations, this complex 

establishment – while also preserving and maintaining the environmental features and 

respecting the principles of sustainability and economy – makes the investment exemplary 

with imposing and innovative technical solutions, the use of silent asphalt, controllable 

energy-efficient LED public lighting, solar panel systems above the surface, and creates a 

liveable environment for the commuting public and those living there with the renewal and 

modernization of the public utility networks and with a sustainable and safe background 

below the surface. 

 

The project also includes the development of the related infrastructure, that is, implements 

new modern public road and rail links, ensuring barrier-free transport for the passenger traffic. 

Furthermore, it centralizes the community transport of the county seat and brings relief to the 

inner city by redesigning the road network. 

 

The main unit of the transport centre is the bus station, located next to the 2 x 2 lane 

transverse main road of the inner city, Budai Nagy Antal utca. Local and long-distance bus 

services, controlled from the shared main building depart and arrive right next to the railway 

station, in an intermodal space merged with a shared platform. The thus created intermodal 

transport centre located at the heart of the city transforms public transport into a unit. 

 

As a result of the carefully planned location within the city and the functional design, it makes 

significantly easier for the commuting public to access the railway station, by allowing short 

transfer time, short transfer distance, comfortable and safe transfer options in an agreeable, 

harmonized, and reliable environment. Waiting is rendered agreeable with comfortable 

street furniture, tree plantations in plant cassettes providing shade, and calming shrub and 

evergreen islands. 

 

Access by pedestrians and cyclists is directly ensured from both the inner city and the 

southern Donner part of the city by way of a new suspended steel bridge arching over the 

rails and embedded in the railway station, which results in undisturbed, barrier-free, and 

comfortable transportation in a green environment. 

 



  
 

  

As the Kaposvár railway station fulfils railway yard functions as well, rail freight traffic is also 

substantial – since the sole operating sugar factory in Hungary is served from here –, there 

used to be congestion and lengthy waiting times at the level crossing at Béla király utca. 

Therefore, ensuring the north-south transport links was an essential aspect when the necessary 

overpass, located at a different level, was designed. From the roundabout hub, Béla király 

utca was led over the railway at a separate level as the south continuation of Hársfa utca, 

and it was also linked to the extended and reconstructed Csík Ferenc sétány; therefore, from 

the side of Béla király utca the road link to main road No. 67 on the south side of the railway 

became continuous, thus ensuring an alternative route for east-west transport in addition to 

Budai Nagy Antal, Baross Gábor utca. 

 

Baross Gábor utca joins the western branch of the roundabout, then a direct link to the 

Transport Centre is established via its continuation, Budai Nagy Antal utca. 

 

https://youtu.be/N5PsL698DGU 

 

 

Architectural and urban development concept  

The installation, planning, construction, and operation of the intermodal hub – for the sake of 

efficient transport and more liveable settlements – constitutes a new challenge for the urban 

planning and transport profession, as well as for investors-designers-operators.  

 

The broader environment of the potential locations had to be examined and assessed from 

the perspective of settlement pattern with a view to ensuring that the area designated for 

the development becomes an urban development hub in the streets and squares located in 

its immediate proximity by implementing space usage based on cooperation in terms of 

serving traffic, public transport, cycling and heavy pedestrian traffic.  

 

The implementation of the central project element, the Transport Centre, aimed at 

integrating the separate local and long-distance bus stations, and physically connecting it to 

the railway.  

 

Previously, the long-distance bus station of Dél-dunántúli Közlekedési Központ Zrt. with 

departing and arriving bays – built in 1967 – operated in the northern part of the site. On the 

ground floor of the central building – which contained a waiting lounge, ticket and 

information office, as well as service spaces located upstairs – privately-owned commercial 

and catering establishments operated in a condominium form. The local bus station of 

Kaposvári Közlekedési Zrt and the belonging service building were located at the southern 

boundary of the site. It was crossed by the 2x2 lane high-traffic Budai Nagy Antal utca 

https://youtu.be/N5PsL698DGU


  
 

  

separating the two stations from one another, which was a hazard and a barrier for the 

intense pedestrian traffic that emerged in waves between the two stations. Furthermore, the 

pedestrian bridge departed from the Petőfi tér corner of the area, with a service building and 

commercial premises operating in the vertical axis of its spiral stairs. 

 

As a result of demolishing the inoperable block of buildings and adjusting the line of Budai 

Nagy Antal utca, a spacious intermodal area extending to the rail track was developed: it is 

spacious and can be safely operated, and responds to the expectations by forming a whole 

with the basalt concrete housing designed with 36 departure bays and a nearly 10-meter-

wide platform, which was developed by renovating and reconstructing platform “A” next to 

track I. 

 

The central building of the bus station was designed in an integrated manner with the 

pedestrian-cyclist construction piece, where the two transport companies control the 

operation of the station in a concerted manner, operating a shared security system and a 

shared audio and visual passenger information system. The timetable information of all three 

transport companies is available to the travelling public in the waiting lounge. Summarizing 

displays were also placed onto the facade of the building, which provide information of the 

departing train and bus services to the passengers on the bridge; furthermore, visual 

passenger information is supplemented with info columns and displays on the rail and bus 

station platforms, as well as on the shared platform. 

 

The driver of the pedestrian and cycling connection is the Esterházy bridge: an imposing 

unique cable-stayed steel bridge, which has rightly become the symbol of the county seat 

with its slender snow-white structure and 50-meter-high oblique pylon. Aesthetic appearance 

is only an addition to the work accomplished by careful planning and precise engineering 

work; in its functional role it primarily ensures an intense linkage between the northern and 

southern parts of the city and supplies the passenger traffic of the transport centre by 

creating safe, fast, and comfortable circumstances. A separate cycling traffic pattern and 

pedestrian traffic pattern were developed on its surface in order to ensure the safe flow of 

passengers. Furthermore, its surface connects the parts of the city bisected by the rail similarly 

to an urban public space, as a promenade with intense green surfaces and benches. 

 

For the sake of accessibility, both sides of the passenger bridge can be accessed by stairs 

and ramps, as well as 4 lifts sized to be able to move 10 persons, thus ensuring direct 

connection to the platforms at the two endpoints and in the middle. In the building of the 

northern abutment, readily available premises were developed, which may serve economic 

purposes for the commercial and catering establishments. At the southern end of the bridge 

and on the bank of the Kapos river ramp and stair access was installed by using land 

architectural means, with playthings and benches, adapting to the riverbank’s green lane. 

 

From this point onwards, the pedestrian and the cycling traffic are separated in the direction 

of south and west and continue towards east on the independent track as part of the 

development. In parallel, the public road was also rebuilt with perpendicular parking stands, 

extending Csik Ferenc sétány into a nearly 1-km long access road, which links the south- 

eastern part of the city to main road No. 67 by joining the new roundabout developed on the 

southern side (Roundabout No. 3). 

 

Previously, the south-eastern part of the city reached main road No. 67 through the level 

crossing at Béla király utca-Cukorgyár and via Budai Nagy Antal utca. As there are also 



  
 

  

railway yard functions at the Kaposvár railway station, rail traffic is substantial due to the 

enhanced use of the industrial tracks, which resulted in lengthy waiting times in Béla kirá ly 

street.  

 

It was an essential aspect when the road bridge at Béla király utca was designed to ensure 

north-south transport links without going through the sugar factory area and to overcome the 

railway obstacle. From the north, its track was developed from another new roundabout (No. 

2) as the south continuation of Hársfa utca, which connects to roundabout No. 3 arching 

over the railway track, bisecting the former military area. After the rationalization and 

remediation of the military area and the demolition works, it also gave home to a new long-

term bus parking, where parking spaces were developed for 54 buses and 4 passenger cars. 

Furthermore, a social building, drivers’ resting place (toilet, resting space, tea kitchen) were 

built for the number of drivers corresponding to the number of buses. 

 

Being an urban development, the constructor’s most challenging task was ensuring that the 

transportation of the county seat remains operational even during the construction.  

 

The demolition and construction work progressed by occupying the work areas in different 

phases and operating with temporary traffic technology solutions adapted to the 

circumstances. The long-distance bus transport had to be removed from the inner city along 

with its entire apparatus, thus it operated provisionally by being moved to a temporary 

premises located in an area provided by the local government. The local bus transport 

fulfilled its function in a manner delimited by work sites, under constantly changing 

circumstances. 

 

Brief description of the development (data, dimensions, features) 

Platforms and building of the bus station: 

A building was designed to serve the bus station, while also having office and social 

functions. Passenger platforms are also accessed from this area. The building consists of a 

ground floor + two floors; the ground floor gives space to passenger service functions, ticket 

desk and customer service. Bus drivers’ room, traffic offices and other office functions are 

located on the first and second floor.  

2 platform roofs were created to cover the platforms of the bus station in full length and 

width. Next to the check-in building a 9.6 m wide, 180.8 m long, 4.6 m high, and farther a 6.0 

m wide, 130.5 m long and 4.6 m high building were built. Among the 2 bus station platform 

roofs, glass skylight bands were placed in the central zone of the wider roof built together 

with the planned check-in building. On the platform roofs 163 monocrystalline solar panels 

were installed, with a total inverter power of 50kWp for connection purposes.  

 

 



  
 

  

Rail development: 

Within the framework of the investment, the platform next to track I was reconstructed on 

platform “A” on a 251-meter-long section, on platform “B” on a 90-meter-long section, and 

platform “C” was also renovated between tracks II and IV. Platform roofs were created on 

platforms “A” and “C” of the railway station, as follows: 5.6 m wide, 45.2 m long, 4.5 m high on 

platform “A”; 5.6 m wide, 74.9 m long and 4.9 m high on platform “C”. The roofs have a 

statically sized steel structure, the support structure is constituted by HEA steel pillars, unique 

welded main support beams, and HEA steel drawer slides. The facings of the roofs on the 

shared platform consist of 1.6 mm wide UV-resistant plastic sheet and of metal sheet on 

platform “C”. The roofs are supported in the middle, the cantilevers extend beyond the 

platform edges. The audio and visual passenger information system was renewed: it was 

connected to the system of the bus station; 2 MÁV automatic ticket dispensers were also 

installed. The departure timetable of the local and long-distance bus services is displayed in 

the check-in building. 

 

Esterházy Bridge:  

The steel bridge forms a structural unit with the reinforced concrete abutment equipped with 

rail and ramp access on the northern side, and with ramp access and terrain stair access 

decorated with plant cassettes on the southern side.  

 

The section width of the steel bridge is 7.90 m, its length is 169.60 m, and its surface is 1,339.84 m2.  

Its alignment is: straight on a section of 145.46 meters and R35 m curve on a section of 24.23 meters. 

 

The superstructure has a box girder cross section because of the wide bridge deck and in 

order to enhance fixing stiffness. The deck is of orthotropic design, the sections outside the 

box girder are supported by consoles with variable cross sections. Structural height is 1,050 

mm. The tower with a box girder cross section can be climbed, the assembly holes, which are 

also end-state holes were arranged in a way that the openings can be accessed within a 

distance not exceeding 35 m. A total of 3 80x60 cm manholes were created. 

 

The diagonal cables are cables having a closed cross section and a nominal diameter of 

Ø40, Ø50 and Ø60 m. The structure is anchored to sections A-B and B-C, a classic anchoring 

cable was installed at pier “B”, with a total of 2x9 diagonal cables. The deck structure is 

bidirectional, symmetrical, and has a 2% slope. 

 

Except for the pylon, the substructures below the surface consist of reinforced concrete 

abutment walls, piers, and structural beams. Bearing pedestals were installed on the structural 

beams. The pylon has a steel structure, various cross section sizes, a side length decreasing 

linearly in proportion to the height, the size of the cross section at the point of anchorage is 

2,000x1,400 mm, and at the top it is 800x600 mm. The pylon is located on the concave face of 

the bridge axis according to the drawing, the distance of its point of anchorage from the 

bridge axis according to the drawing is 5.00 m. Its inclination is 6.25:1, for its height of 50 m it 

has a deflection of 8 m, perpendicular to the bridge axis, which means an angle of 81° with 

respect to horizontal plane. The obliquity of the pylon is favourable in terms of forces, the tare 

weight of the superstructure and the load capacity causes strains and movements contrary 

to the pylon’s tare weight. 

 

As a result of the nature of the slender suspended superstructure with a low structural height 

and a small weight, it is sensitive to dynamic impacts both during construction and in the end 



  
 

  

state. In line with the international and domestic experiences, the accelerations resulted from 

the vibrations of the bridge can be managed with 3 shock absorbers. 

 

Plant cassettes and benches were placed on the bridge edges and the bridge centre in 

parallel with the bike and pedestrian lines, but in an intermittent system. 

 

 
 

 

Road network development:  

4,023 m public road was reconstructed and renovated by using asphalt with “A” roughness to 

reduce noise impact. A 2x2 lane road section was built on the full section of Budai Nagy Antal 

utca to serve the bus station and support feeding and unloading. Further public roads were 

built at Baross Gábor utca – Béla király utca – Csik Ferenc sétány in 2x1 lane, with 3.25 m wide 

traffic lanes and 0.25 m wide clearways, so the entire road surface is 7,00 m. 

 

Public road hubs: 

3 roundabout hubs were established. Roundabout No. 1 was built in Budai Nagy Antal utca 

with 2x2 lanes to support the traffic of the bus station, with a large green surface and a 

fountain in alignment with the urban image 

 

Roundabout No. 2 was built at the end of Baross Gábor utca connecting here; it was built in 

order to replace the old level crossing, and it links the new road bridge and thus the traffic of 

the eastern part of the city, the long-term bus parking and the sugar factory delivery gate to 

the flow of Baross Gábor utca - Hársfa utca, which ensures link to the inner city; therefore, 

smooth transportation is guaranteed from each direction.  

 

Reaching from the road bridge the southern part of the city, we developed roundabout No. 

3, which is also suitable for the trespassing of oversized vehicles.  

 

 



  
 

  

Road bridge at Béla király utca: 

A road bridge was built over the sugar factory industrial track, rail tracks No. 41 Dombóvár–

Gyékényes and No. 35 Siófok–Kaposvár, which was constructed by employing drilled 

reinforced concrete pile foundation with a diameter of 80 cm. Passenger and bike traffic are 

both allowed on the single-span road bridge with a length of 173 m with a 150 cm high pre-

manufactured pre-stressed bridge beam structure cooperating with a monolithic slab. 

 

 
 

Railway crossing:  

By diverting the road vehicle transport and leading it over the railway at a different level, the 

section of Béla király utca before the sugar factory became an impasse, but trespassing 

remained ensured to the pedestrians and cyclists with the full reconstruction of the crossing. A 

pedestrian and a bike road were built with a new controlled pedestrian railroad crossing, 

equipped with a light barrier, dependent on the railway signals.  

 

The crossing connects the south-eastern part of the city, and towards the west it joins 

roundabout No. 3 built on the southern side; the southern and western parts of the city can 

be accessed from here via Csik Ferenc sétány. The adjusted track has terrain paving, it is 87 

m long, the width of the surface is 3.30, and the crest width is 4.30 m. 

 

 

Drivers’ resting place:  

Within the framework of the project, a new long-term bus parking was established in an area 

of 7.284 m2, with 757.2 m2 green space, benches, bike storages and passenger car parking 

spaces next to the bays. The community resting places and social blocks located in the one-

storey building with a floor area of 190.4 m2 serve the purpose of the refreshment and rest of 

the VOLÁNBUSZ Zrt. employees.  

 



  
 

  

 
 

P + R parking lots: 

A total of 184 parking spaces were built, or were renovated, with terrain stone or asphalt 

surface. Next to the check-in building of the railway station, in an area of 1,600 m2 28 

(including 2 accessible ones) and a further 79 P+R parking spaces were built in Csik Ferenc 

sétány along a length of 400 m. A further 67 renovated parking spaces with terrain stone 

surface (including 4 accessible ones and 4 ensuring electric charging) perpendicularly to the 

road track. In the northern part of the bus station, 3 taxi parking lots, 2 K+R parking zones and 

5 parking lots were built. 

 

 
 

 

Cycling network:  

The urban bike route network was extended with a total of more than 2 kilometres. 

A shared pedestrian and bike road was created in parallel to the road on the sections of Béla 

király utca and Csik Ferenc sétány affected by the intervention; thus, a direct link was 

established between the northern and southern parts of the city to the new Esterházy Bridge 

designed for pedestrians and cyclists through the reconstructed rail crossing or the new road 

bridge of Béla király utca via Csik Ferenc sétány. 



  
 

  

Public utilities:  

The public utilities, including low and medium voltage electric cables, public lighting, water 

utility networks, low and medium pressure gas cables, biogas cables, communications 

cables, which ensure energy supply or had to be replaced due to the crossing, were installed 

in the entire area of the investment. 

The urban surveillance system was expanded, and the service buildings and platform areas 

are now operated with an independent security system. 

 

Project film of the Transport Centre | Kaposvár Most.hu (kaposvarmost.hu) 

 

 

Innovative technical and green solutions 

The investment started with remediation tasks due to the soil and ground water pollution 

detected in a part of the planning site: in an area of 15,400 m2 of the future site of the long-

term bus parking and road bridge, – previously owned by the Ministry of Defence – at a 

depth of 5.5.-7.3 m. 

 

By removing approximately 4,420 m3 ground and by extracting the polluted ground water 

accumulated in the generated excavation void, then refilling with clean soil, the remediation 

of the area was completed, and the site preparation tasks of the project could start in a safe 

environment. 

 

With responsible, environmentally conscious engineering activity, efficient, economic scaling, 

we created a safe operating environment, which can be sustained in the long term. 

The material of the demolished buildings was reused, thus replacing nearly 60,000 tons of 

mining products arriving from remote places.  

 

We employed energy saving LED lighting bodies in the full range of the sites subject to the 

development, and we consciously reduced the environmental impact by carefully selecting, 

sizing the surfaces and the thermal insulation materials. 

 

An adhesive PV system consisting of 163 12x6 m 340 Wp FJP monocrystalline standard 

modules was installed, with a total inverter power of 50 kWp for connection purposes, 

therefore, in a household-size plant size, connected to the public-purpose network. The solar 

panels have antifouling, self-cleaning Lotuseffect surface, which is 2 mm thin, and resists 

storms and hails. 

 

The air treatment heating and cooling of the Drivers’ Resting Building is ensured by an 

ERLQ011CW1 and EHBX11CB9W system. Via the VRV cooling circular process we extract the 

necessary cooling and heating energy from the external air. The system, which can ensure a 

temperature of up to 65 °C, is operational until -25 °C, thus guarantees reliable functioning 

even in case of the coldest circumstances. Seasonal efficiency is A+++. 

 

The public street lighting network was renewed on the project site. We used energy saving GE 

lamp bodies, which support efficient operation by integrating Prolan control, with data 

relating to the operating state of the lamp bodies and regulation of brightness.  

 

https://kaposvarmost.hu/hirek/kaposvari-hirek/2020/12/26/a-kozlekedesi-kozpont-projektfilmje.html


  
 

  

In the prominent areas we used anti-graffiti coating, and durability and usability were the 

main priorities in terms of the street furniture as well. 

 

The more than 35,000 plants planted in the green spaces – 36 types of trees and 58 types of 

shrubs and perennial plants – create a colourful and cosy atmosphere, and thus shape the 

image of the Intermodal Transport Centre by forming a harmonized unit with the materials 

and colours used in the built-up environment. 

 

The passengers encounter an innovative architectural concept, which is outstanding in terms 

of visual appearance, sustainability, functionality, as well as operability. 

 

Start and end date of construction 

Start date of the construction works: 17 October 2017 

Handover of the first construction site: 18 April 2018 

The ground-breaking ceremony took place on 18 May 2018. 

The technical delivery-acceptance procedure was concluded on 30 September 2020. 

 

The authorization procedures of occupation and putting into service had been completed 

by 10 November 2020, when the passengers, operators and the travelling public started the 

use all the project elements. 

 

Financing, sale and lease of the development  

The project named “Development of the Intermodal Railway Station of Kaposvár City with 

County Rights and the Related Community Transport (IKOP-3.2.0-15-2016-00016)” was 

implemented with the support of the European Union and co-financed by the European 

Regional Development Fund. 

Given it is a development for community purposes, lease and sale are not relevant. 

 

How the property development serves the immediate and broader environment, the 

improvement of quality of life and the community interests 

A response to the central question of modern transport policy, which is notably how to 

achieve that the commuting public chooses public transportation and thus can be a part of 

sustainable development at micro level, can be given by the revival of intermodal traffic flow 

management.  

In addition to ensuring a comfortable, concerted, and reliable infrastructure for 

interoperability between the interconnecting elements of the transport chain, we need to 

achieve by creating intermodal transport hubs, which also become urban development 

hubs, that changing brings immediate benefits to the passengers, so they can use it for taking 

care of their day-to-day business. The passengers using the means of public transport may 

obtain benefits here over the individuals only using individual means of transportation by 

ensuring that the services covering their daily needs (quicker obtainment of information, 

banking, postal and government office and other services, shopping etc.) can be accessed 

by them as part of their commuting.  



  
 

  

 

Accessibility is ensured in the entire project site, including the passenger traffic and 

community traffic areas, thus the physical environment, the elements of the investment can 

be used independently, safely, and comfortably by everyone. 

 

Thanks to the development, air pollution and flue dust concentration also decrease as a 

result of changing the flow of urban transportation and extracting traffic from the inner city. 

Everywhere on the surface of the public roads “A” roughness category asphalt wearing 

course was built, thus reducing noise pollution in the inner city.  

 

Energy-efficient operation was implemented with solar panel systems and energy-efficient 

central Prolan GE lamp bodies. Each material and each technology were selected in the 

spirit of the 21st century, thus the buildings and structures comply with the up-to-date and 

strict energetic and accessibility requirements. 

 

The planting carried out on the site includes the plantation of approximately 35,000 shrubs 

and nearly 400 individual trees, thus reducing air pollution. The grass surface was expanded 

and renewed in an area of more than 10,000 square meters, ensuring peaceful and green 

environment in the increasingly green inner city. 



  
 

  

Key figures 

 

Name of the project  Kaposvár Intermodal Transport Centre 

Territory of the plot ~100,000 sq. m 

Built-up area  ~80,000 sq. m 

Green space  ~20,000 sq. m 

Total surface to be included in the 

gross highest level area indicator 
 not relevant sq. m 

Plant for rent or sale  not relevant sq. m 

Total construction costs  net HUF 12,628 million 

Own resource  not relevant % 

Loan   not relevant % 

From sales  not relevant % 

Sale, lease 

At the end of the construction  not relevant % 

1 year later  not relevant % 

   

 

 

Press materials: 
 

 

Kaposvár has transformed: the country’s first intermodal hub was handed over | Magyar 

Építők (magyarepitok.hu / 2020.11.10.) 

 

Kaposvári Transport Centre | Kaposvári Közlekedési Zrt. (kaposbusz.hu) 

 

The Kaposvár Transport Centre has been built| MÁV-csoport (mavcsoport.hu / 2020.11.10.) 

 

Progress of the construction of the Kaposvár Intermodal Hub – gallery | Somogyivár 

(somogyivar.hu / 2020.05.12.) 

 

A part of town separated a hundred years ago is reattached to the bloodstream of Kaposvár 

| Magyar Építők (magyarepitok.hu / 2018.05.18.) 

 

You haven’t seen the inner city structures of the transport hub like this before | Németh István 

Program facebook oldala (facebook.com / 2020.11.10.) 

 

This is how the new road bridge of Kaposvár has been built | Németh István Program 

facebook oldala (facebook.com / 2020.11.02.) 

 

 

https://magyarepitok.hu/aktualis/2020/11/atalakult-kaposvar-atadtak-az-orszag-elso-uj-intermodalis-csomopontjat
https://magyarepitok.hu/aktualis/2020/11/atalakult-kaposvar-atadtak-az-orszag-elso-uj-intermodalis-csomopontjat
http://kaposbusz.hu/kaposvaron-epult-meg-magyarorszag-elso-intermodalis-kozlekedesi-kozpontja-foto-1-1-kaposvar-tortenelmi-megujitasa-atfogo-koncepcio-menten-tudatos-tervezest-kovetoen-valosult-meg-az-elmult-evek/
https://www.mavcsoport.hu/mav/megepult-kaposvari-kozlekedesi-kozpont
https://somogyivar.hu/helyi-hirek/2020/05/igy-halad-a-kaposvari-intermodalis-csomopont-epitkezese-galeria
https://somogyivar.hu/helyi-hirek/2020/05/igy-halad-a-kaposvari-intermodalis-csomopont-epitkezese-galeria
https://magyarepitok.hu/aktualis/2018/05/evszazada-elszakitott-varosreszt-kapcsolnak-vissza-kaposvar-verkeringesebe
https://magyarepitok.hu/aktualis/2018/05/evszazada-elszakitott-varosreszt-kapcsolnak-vissza-kaposvar-verkeringesebe
https://www.facebook.com/nipkaposvar/videos/980776692330909/
https://www.facebook.com/nipkaposvar/videos/980776692330909/
https://www.facebook.com/nipkaposvar/videos/1180373849024867/
https://www.facebook.com/nipkaposvar/videos/1180373849024867/
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